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The meetinr:; -vras called to order at 10.45 a.m. -------

J\GEHDA ITEI 1 55: IETJ:::RITATIONAL CO--OPERATION IN THE PEACEFUL USES OF OUTER SPACE 
(_c_9ntinucc1_) (A/35/20, f;./35/40; A/SPC/35/l~ and 5; A/SPC/35/1.10-12): 

(c_) REPORT OF TiiE CCI::JITTEE OJ'"!" THE PEACEFUL USES OF OUTETI SPACE (A/35/20); 

(b) RB~ORT OF THE PI\I:PARATORY COtiTHTTEE FOR THE SECOND UNITED NATIONS CONFEREECE 
ali TEE EXPLO:'-ATIO:; .!'JTD PEACEFUL USES OF OUTETI SPACE (11./35/46) 

AGDTDA IT.E11 56: PREP.ARATIOIT OF AH IHTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON PRINCIPLES GOVERNING 
T!IE USE BY STATES OF ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATBLLITES FOR DIRECT TELEVISION 
BPOADCASTFTG: REPOilT OF THE COMMI'ITI:E OH THE PEACEFUL USES OF OUTER SPACE 
(continued) (A/35/20) 

l. The CIIAIRl.il~r drcu attention to several ne1-r documents before the Committee. 
Documents A/SPC/35/4 and A/SPC/35/5 concerned the composition of the Committee 
on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space: there >rere also three draft resolutions 
(A/SPC/35/L.lO, L.ll and L.l2). 

2. :rrs. IJOHOTITY (Austria) introducing the draft resolutions, said that the first 
(A/35/SPC/L.lO) focused on the work done by the Committee on the Peaceful Uses 
of Outer SIJace <md its t-vm Sub-Corn."tllittees durin~ the past year and affirmed their 
mandate for 1981. Its text -vms largely self-explanatory. Hith rec;ard to the work 
of t~e Le~al Sub-CoiT~ittee, consultations among members of the Committee on the 
Peaceful Uses _of Outer Space over the past fevr weeks had resulted in an agreement 
to include in the agenda of the twentieth session of the Le~al Sub-~Committee an 
item enUtled; ;:Consideration of the possibility of supplementin~ the norms of 
interna.tional lau relevant to the use of nuclear po-vrer sources in outer space and 
to establish in connexion w·ith that item a -vrorking group of the Sub-Committee 
(A/SPC/35/L.lO, pg,ra. 6). No agreement had been reached on whether or not that 
ne-vr ac;enda item should be given priority but an understanding had been reached 
that a.;-!lple time -vrould be available for a thorough discussion of the item, to 
nhich a lare;e number of delegations attached considerable importance. Paragraphs 7 
and [3 referred to the work of the Scientific and Technical Sub~-Cornmittee and 
paragn<_phs 9 and 10 to the United Nations programme on space applications for 1981 
and to continuecl. co-operation ,,rith the specialized agencies and intergovernmental 
orcanizations. 

3. Draft resolution A/SPC/35/L.ll related to the preparation and organization 
of the Second United !Tations Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of 
Outer Space (m~ISPACE-82) and endorsed the recomm~ndations contained in the report 
of the Preparatory Committee (A/35/46). 

l+. Draft resolution A/SPC/35/L.l2, 1rhich had been submitted by Austria on the 
basis of extensive consultations 3 dealt ,,rith the admission of new members to the 
Outer Space CoLwittee and decided on its expansion to a maximum of 53 members. 
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5 •. She expressed the hope that all the draft resolutions, which had been the 
subJect of thorough negotiations, could be adopted by the Special Political 
Co:n:mittee -vrithout a vote. 

~ 

0
• She informed the Committee that the delegations of Hexico, the Philippines 

and Romania wished to join the sponsors of draft resolutions A/SPC/35/1.10 and 1.11. 

7 • Hrs. ELLIS (Venezuela) said that her country, like other developing countries, 
encountered difficulties with respect to the item under discussion due to lack of 
~dequate information to enable it to derive full benefit from the new technology 
lnvolved. In Venezuela, remote sensing was an important method of collecting 
physical and environmental data, but it had limitations with respect to its 
ayplication in certain areas, at least at the present stage of technology. 
Specialized bodies in that country had been carrying out various research activities 
i\hich would improve reception of radar images from various parts of the territory 
and the :first topographical map of the Federal Territory of the Amazon, had been 
conpiled from radar images of the area in 1972. Remote sensing had been used in 
Venezuela since the 1930s, when the aerophotographic service had been established. 
At present, a programme of aerophotogrammetry and remote sensors responsible for 
co-ordinating the application of that new· technology -vras being carried out under 
the liinistry :for the Environment and Renewable Natural Resources. Hhen the areas 
to be studied required more detailed information, information was also obtained 
by remote sensors, principally using multispectral cameras. Her delegation 
considered that priority should be given to the use of remote sensors for the 
observation of the earth from space, which should be used provided that the 
sovereignty of the sensed State was respected. The principles to be established 
should take into account the fundamental precepts of the sovereign rights of States 
and the principles governing relations between States. Consequently, before the 
terri tory of a sovereign State -.;vas sensed, the State to be sensed should be 
consulted. It should have priority access to the date obtained and participate in 
controlling their utilization. Principles must therefore be established which 
guaranteed the sovereign rights of States at the various stages of data collection, 
processing and dissemination. 

8. Venezuela supported the organizing of training courses and seminars on remote 
sensing under the United Nations programme on space applications and lvelcomed 
the fact that a seminar on remote sensing applications and satellite communications 
in education and development was to be held in Argentina in April 1981. Her 
delegation also wished to support Argentina's proposal that a regional centre for 
the remote sensing of natural resources, which -vmuld be of great benefit to the 
training of personnel from the region, should be established in that country. 

9. Her delegation also supported the elaboration of draft principles on artificial 
satellites for direct television broadcasting. It was inadmissible that a State 
should transmit to the territory of another programmes which included elements that 
night deform its culture. 

10. The geostationary orbit was a limited natural resource and principles should 
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be established to e;overn the activities of States so that the orbit should be 
used for the ~eneral good. 

11. In conclusion, she expressed her country 1 s interest in the Second United 
Fat ions Conference on the f.,xploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, for -vrhich 
it uas preparing a national report. 

12. ;.1s.FRi\I!K (Netherlands) said that her country 1 s national sr;ace activities had 
already been reported to the United nations. The achievements of the Outer Space 
CoiTir.littee since its inception were to a certain degree due to the businesslike 
1-m:r in vrhich it conducted its activities. It uas therefore regrettable that o.t 
its brenty-third session, there had been controversy on matters outside the scope 
of its vrork. Her delec;ation hoped that in future political problems not related 
to the uork of that Committee uould be discussed in the appropriate United nations 
or.:;ans. 

13. The i·Tetherlands vras greatly concerned at the threat posed by the onu:oing ams 
race in outer space. Her country strongly appealed to the States concerned to 
resume the negotiations on the prohibition of anti-satellite weapons without delay 
in order thnt outer space should be maintained as a domain of peaceful development 
aml_ internC1,tional co--operation. 

14.. Her delec:;ation was pleased that both Sub-Committees had continued their 
consic~9ration of the use of nuclear pm.rer sources in outer space and it coi!llJlended 
the work done by the 1rorking c;roup of the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee 
on related technical and safety aspects. Like many other members of the Outer 
Space Committee, the netherlands thought that the Lec;al Sub-~Committee should 
continue its elaboration of additional provisions governing specifically the use 
of nuclear paver sources in outer space~ as proposed by the Canadian delec;ation. 
Her delegation >ms pleasecJ to note that ac;reement had been reached on the 
establishment of a workinc; r;roup to deal vith the matter during the Sub-Cornmitteei~ 
next session and was confident that e_n appropriate amount of time -vmuld be 
alloca:cec1 to it for proper consideration of that issue, which the netherlands 
considered to be of prime importance. 

15. l!ith regard to the question of direct television broadcastine; by satellites, 
her delegation reiterated its ummverir.g support of the principle of the free flO'•: 

of information • ree;ardless of frontiers 9 1rhich uas embodied. in the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights and had been reaffirmed by the International Covenant 
on Civil and Political nights. The Netherlands vmuld actively pursue the goal of 
making that neu technology beneficial to the technologically less developed 
countries and hoped that agreement on the principles governing the use of direct 
television broadcastine; would soon be reached, 

16. The Netherlands Government vTelcomed the sic;nificant proe;ress made 1n the 
preparations for UNISPACE-82, the primary objective of -vrhich should be to serve 
the developine; countries. 

17. ~'ir. STARCEVIC (Yugoslavia) said that space research had stretched the frontier 
of human knovrledr;e and opened up the prospects of human endeaycc:rs beyond vrhat 
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anyone could have imagined. Perhaps more important 1rere the practical benefits to 
be gained from the unprecedented advances in space technology and their use in 
-re:ry varied fields. All States, and particularly the c1evelopino· countries should 
' • 0 • 
cenefl t from that technology, and the importance of international co·~·operation 
could not be over~emphasized. His delegation viewed with particular satisfaction 
the e;rm!ine; role of the United Nations? especially its Outer Space Committee, as 
a. focal point for international co·"operation, particularly Hith respect to the 
:;:r3.ctical application of space science and technology in developing countries. 
=hrough its space applications programme, the United rTations ensured the increasin['; 
;articipation of a number of countries in space-·related activities, e,s vell as 
increasing benefits for them. Unfortunately, the differences in that Committee 
o·rer the past year, lvhich ivere partly clue to underlying political motives, still 
e::istecl and had prevented it from making progress. As long as the genuine political 
;rill to resolve the outstandine; issues did not prevail, results could not be 
expected. 

18. His delegation re,-::;retted that it had not been possible to resolve the problem 
of definition of resolutions and of dissemination of data obtained throuc;h remote 
sensing because in that field there 1rere prospects for making direct use of the 
~chievements of science to promote economic and social progress. The principle of 
'the free dissemination of information must be tempered by that of safec;uarding the 
sovereignty and legitimate interests of States, especially in the area of natural 
resources. It 1-ras understandable that the sensed State should have primary access 
to the data pertaining to its territory and that there might be some data it 
~.;ould not 1-rish to have widely distributed. At the same time, the majority of 
States should have access to the results of remote sensing on an ec:•ual footing vrith 
the countries conducting the sensing. As long as remote sensing activities 
continued to be the privilege of a few countries, mistrust and difficulties uould 
:r-emain. That reRlization should lead to the establish.ment within the United l'Jations 
of an effective international system for remote sensing, analysis and dissemination 
of information. 

19. Similar problems had prevented the Committee from reaching agreement on direct 
television broadcasting by satellites. Those countries that advanced the principle 
of the freedom of information as paramount ivere either those that broadcast 
pro13rammes themselves or those that presented such arguments for well-lmown 
political reasons. His country endorsed the principle of the freedom of information 
in the true sense, but agreed that the principle of the sovereignty of States 
er:1po1-Tered a State not to allmr direct broadcasting ivithout its consent. There 
r:.ust be a system of agreements between the broadcastine; and receiving States. Any 
other system vould merely perpetuate and increase the current inequalities in the 
dissemination of information, the primary victims of which were developed and 
non-aligned countries. The establishment of the neir international information order 
\·ras sought in order to remedy that very problem. 

20. Ac;reernent on the definition and/or delimitation of outer space would sul;e the 
currently unresolved problem of the upper limit of the sovereignty of States ln the 
space above their territories. If activities in outer. space were rega::ded as . 
activities in which all States co-operated and from vThlch they all der~ved benef1ts, 
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the problem Hould n~t. be so urgent. However, particularly in vie1v of the alarming 
trend touards the r.nlJ.tary use of outer s:r:a::!e, security and economic considerations 
uere becominr; more pressing. In particular, his delesation vrished to stress the 
need for urgent measures to prevent an arms race in outer space. 

21. He expressd the hope that agreement on the use of nuclear power sources in 
outer space would prove possible and that ler,al norms could be established, to 
vrhich all States should adhere. 

22. The Yugoslav delegation was pleased to hear that most aspects of the 
preparations for the Second United Nations Conference on the Exploration and 
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space were proceeding in accordance with the orir;inal 
schedule. 

23. Hr. JELGrHEK (Federal Republic of Germany) said that although the work of the 
Outer Space Committee and its tvro Sub-Committees during the past year had not 
cuL."llinated in the establishment of a further legal text to expand the body of 
exist inc; space lmr, their discussions during their recent sessions had had fruitful 
results. For instance, in its capacity as Preparatory Committee for UNISPACE-82, 
the Committee had achieved substantial pror;ress. That Conference would be an 
appropriate forum for the dissemination of inrormation on the benefits to be 
derived from space research for the solution of terrestrial problems and would 
provide an opportunity for exchanging the latest scientific and technological 
findings and further enhancing international co-operation in space research and 
activities. 

24. His delegation welcomed the establisrnnent of a working group of the Legal 
Sub-Committee to discuss the use of nuclear power sources in outer space, vJith 
ample time to discuss the matter. 

25. The Federal Republic's outer space activities over the past 12 months had, as 
before, been carried out in an international framework, both within the joint 
programme of the European Space Agency (ESA) and on a bilateral basis. The 
development of SPACELAB by a European consortium of firms was almost completed 
and the Hational Aeronautics and Space Agency (NASA) had ordered for its own use 
another flight unit of both SPACELAB and the instrument pointing system. A mission 
from his country concentrating mainly on material and process technologies under 
space conditions 1-ras currently being prepared. The European carrier rocket Ariane 
had functioned 1rith the utmost precision on its initial flit;ht in December 1979 • 
although the same vras not true of the second launch. In April 1980, the Federa~ 
Republic had signed an agreement with other European Governments on the product1on, 
launching and marketing of Ariane by an industrial enterprise to be known as 
Arianespace. 

26. \Jork had been started on the develo:r;ment and construction of satellites for 
the European Communications Satellite System (ECS), to be operated by EUTELSAT, an 
organization of the European postal administrations, and on 29 April 1980~ an 
intergoverrunental agreement had been concluded between the Federal Republ1c and 
France on technical and industrial co-operation ,-,rith regard to broadcasting . 
satellites, under 1-rhich test programmes would be carried out in both countries Vla 
tvro direct transmission satellites. 
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27. _His country was participating in the development of an ESA prograro~e on remote 
se:J.sJ.ng, to be co-ordinated with similar projects in other countries. In vie,.; of 
the J?icture. transmission failure of the European meteorological satellite IdETEOSAT, 
~artJ.cular lillportance was attached to the preparations for the launching of another 
satellite planned for the spring of 1981. It had been possible to extend the 
~eriod of operation of the Federal Republic-United States solar probe HELIOS until 
1981, in vievr of its good technical performance. ESA had also decided to start 
t·,:o other projects, and astronomy satellite called HIPPARCOS and a cor.:et probe 
r.awed G I OTTO. A project definition study -vras currently being prepared for a 
r.e.tional radiography satellite, in which other countries had been invited to 
~artie ipate. 

28. IIr • NORA1\f (Australia) said that, while perhaps the Committee on the Peaceful 
Uses of Outer Space was making only slow progress in an area of rapid technical 
developments and was reacting to events rather than keeping abreast of themo it 
should be remembered that the subject of outer space was technically and 
politically complex and that the rapid developments themselves were responsible 
fer the slo-vr progress. 

29. Hm·rever, there were encouraging signs and, if all members so wished, it would 
be possible to achieve the objective of ensuring that the use of outer space was 
confined to peaceful purposes and that the benefits derived therefrom were 
enjoyed by all. 

30. His delegation had outlined the more important events in Australia's space 
~rogramme during the 1980 session of the Outer Space Committee. However, he wished 
to point out that Australia was making increasing use of space technology, as 
could be expected of a country with a large area, a relatively small population 
end extensive natural resources, and the work of the Outer Space Committee vmuld 
continue to be significant to his country, as its use of space technology gre>v. 

31. The AustraliAn Government was currently installing equipment to receive, 
record and process data from earth resource satellites, in particular the United 
States NASA series LANDSAT satellites. An Australian LANDSAT station would become 
operative shortly; since the area to be covered by LANDSAT included some of the 
territory of the countries to the north of Australia, after the station became 
fully operational requests might be received from those countries for coverage and 
i.I:lagery. In recent years, Australia had been making extensive use of LAliDSAT 
data in a wide variety of fields, and the deployment of the LANDSAT station in 
Australi~ would considerably improve its use of the series. 

32. Preparations for the development of a national satellite system, announced 
the previous year, were well advanced. That system would enable even the most 
remote areas of Australia to receive television broadcasts and would be an 
important factor in improving the national communications netvrork. 

33. Australia 1fas also an active participant in a number of other satellite 
facilities, in particular INTELSAT, as well as in various meteorological systems. 
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1\ustra.lio. Ell so co·-operated in facilitating the space pro:_1;rammes of other countries, 
and i:1 1979 an ac:reement had been concluded betueen Australia and ESA to -provide 
eq'..liF·lent and operators to assist in the launchine; and placeTient of ESA s;tellites. 
lioreover, Australia operated three najor trackinr:; stations for HA.SA. 

34. Referrin~ to those a:::-eas of the uorl-: of the Outer Space Committee ancl its tvo 
Sub-Ccnnittees iThich his delegation considered to be of the utmost imr;ortance in 
the rational and peaceful developnent of the benefits of outer space,-he noted 
that the: debate on the rencte sensinG of the earth by satellites had been useful in 
that better understandinG had been reached on the various positions of delegations. 
Accordingly, it appeared that, given a spirit of compromise 0 it might eventually be 
possible to arrive at agreed principles. IIm1ever) deleGations 1:ould need to 
approach that subject in a more positive mo.nner; perhaps efforts should focus on 
those issues Hhere agreement seemed to be more readily attainable. 

35. His delec;ation uas scmeuhG.t disappointed at the minimal progress made in the 
Legal Sub-Co::::mittee in connexion with direct television broadcastinc; by satellites. 
Houever; the discussions on that subject had helved to clarify the difficulties 
soE1e dele;:,;ations had experienced uith the variou; draft principles. His delegation 
ho:pecl that in 1981, if deleGations approached the issues in a constructive frame of 

mind) significant progress could be made in that connexion. 

36. Hith reGard to the 1aunching and operation of satellites, existine; 
international law required that adequate precautions should be taken to prevent 
harm to human beings and. the environment as vrell as damage to States. Hmvever) 
there Here no minir,um standards for the safe use of nuclear pmrer sources or other 
high-risk space objects in outer space. The Horkine: Group on the Use of nuclear 
Povrer Sources in Outer Space currently had a /SOOd basis on vrhich to pursue its 
study of the areas identified, and he expressed the hope that it could make 
constructive progress on that subject during the comine: year. 

37. Significantly, during the 1980 session of the Legal Sub-Ccrm1ittee, rrany 
delegaticns had clliphasized the need to su~plc~ent, or at least strengthen, existing 
interr:ational lmr concerning nuclear povrer sources in outer space. His delegation 
believed that the Legal Sub-Committee should undertake a detailed study of the 
elaboration of adequate international regulations covering nuclear povrer sources 
and other high-risk space objects. Accordingly, his delegation fully endorsed the 
proposal to establish a vorking group of the Lee;al Sub-Cornmi ttee, as 1vas indicated 
in the draft resolution contained in docwnent A/SPC/35/L.lO (para. 6 (b)), and 
had been pleased to note that all members of the Outer Space Committee had agreed 
that the time needed for that purpose should be set aside in the Legal Sub-Committee 

38. 1Ji th regard to the preparations for the Second United Nations Conference on 
the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, he noted that, during the 1980 
session of the Outer Space Committee~ most of the organizational issues had been 
resolved. ~-lis delecation had been particularly pleased to learn that Hr. Yash Pal 
l1o.d. been appointed Secretary-General of the Conference. In addition? he expressed 
his delegation 1 s ap~reciation to the Austrian Government for having offered to 
host the Conference. 

39. Hith regard to the benefits of the geostationary orbit, he said that countries 
such as Australia, -vrhich >·rere becoming increasingly reliant on satellite 
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c:r:::;unications anr1 sellsing, considered that question to be particularly inportant. 
?.~'.;ever, Australia hesitated to recognize any claim of sovereignty over that orbit, 
~mce such a claim could not te substantiated on any scientific or legal basis and 
~:uld, in his Government;s opinion, conflict with the provisions of the Out~r Space 
-:!:'2aty. However, States must co~operate on that quc:stion, and rational, equitable 
::::nsideration must be given to 1vays of cmsuring that no country w<w excluded from 
::tilizing the benefits derived from the geostationary orbit. 

~J. In connexion Hith the related question of the d;.:limitation of outer space, 
:~ ~ecalled that, as his delegation had stated in the Outer Space ComL1ittee, before 
:::at Committee could successfully ~.;:mbark on an effort to define the outer limits of 
::e atmosphere, close consideration must be given to the scientific, legal and 
;:::litical factors involved. The question vrhether it was currently necessary to 
:efine the outer limits of the atmosphere should also be asked. 

~l. His delegation supported the suggestion that experts in the various technical 
~ields of outer space activities should be invited to address the Sub-Committees of 
t!!c Outer Space Camilli ttee. That would help to remedy the problem he had referred to 
es.rlier~ by keeping rr:embers abreast of important technical developments, rather than 
leaving them to follow such developments. 

L?. 8 - The discussions in the Outer Space Cormnittee and its Sub-Committees during 19 0 
:3.d revealed a considerable d~plication of work. Accordingly, his delegation 
supported the suggestion that a review of its vorking procedures sho"Llld be 
l;.,.'ldertaken with a view to streamlining its work and making it more efficient, and he 
~ged that the Outer Space Committee should seriously consider that matter at its 
~rthcoming session. 

~3. His delegation -vras a sponsor of the draft resolutions contained in documents 
.VSPC/35/L.lO and L.ll; it supported the principles and guidelines contained thc:rcin 
2.nd thus commended tht!m to the Committee. His delegation also supported t.hr::- formula 
2ncodied in draft resolution A/SPC/35/1.12 but, in its opinion, cnreful 
consideration should be given to that matter before any such step was taken. 

44. lvlr. TATAD (Philippines) said that continuing achievements in spacc:: scienct: and 
technology gave an added urgency to increased international co-operation in the 
peaceful uses of outer space. The Soviet Union's success in keeping a man in space 
for 185 days and the United Stah's space encounters with Venus, Jupiter and Saturn 
had familiarized mankind with outer space. His delegation vre:lcomed such 
developments and also paid a tribute to the cosmonauts from Cuba, Hungary, Viet Ham 
and the Soviet Union for their successful joint space mission in the franework of 
the Intercosmos prorramme. 

~5 · As a developing country, the Philippines attached particular ~mportance to 
1nternational co-operation in the peaceful uses of outer space. M~ndful of the 
benefits that coul.d be derived from space science and technology, especially for the 
developing countries, the Philippines continued to participate in United Nat~ons 
Programmes and activities relating to outer space. His Government also cont~nued to 
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play an active role in global Heather research, particularly in programmes designed 
by the Uorld Heteoroloe;ical Organization (HV10) to mitigate the disastrous effects 
of typhoons. In that connexion, his delee;ation wished to commend those countries 
that had participated in the first phase of the WMO global atmospheric research 
programre~s. The data gathered during the year-long global weather experiment 
should help to d~velop more efficient forecasts and warning systems. The 
population and economy of the Philippinco.s suffc-::red regularly from no less than 20 
typhoons a year, and his count:cy 1 s interest in that experiment Has thus 
understandable. It was eager to share, at the proper time~ in the benefits derived 
from the t::ffective utilization of the Geostationary Operational Environmental 
Satellite D in predicting weather phenomena, in the hope that it might eventually 
become possible to influence the direction and reduce the destructive capability 
of typhoons. 

46. In the context of the Association of South-East Asian Nations, ree;ional 
scientific co-operation, in particular through the use of the spare capacity of the 
Indonesian satellite PALAPA, had facilitated the task of modernizing and expanding 
the Philippines' communication systems. His country was also employing remote 
sensing in major research and application programmes in a wide variety of areas and 
·Has particularly interested in space science and technology. 

47. His delegation fully supported the convening of the Second United Nations 
Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space and welcomed the 
Austrian Government's offer to host the Conference. It also welcomed the 
appointment of Mr. Yash Pal as its Secretary-General. The Conf;::rence should 
provide a unique opportunity for the international community to explore ways of 
increasing co-operation in the peaceful usts of outer space, taking special account 
of the particular needs of the developing countries. Accordingly, his delegation 
believed that the Conference should include the representatives n.::t c.L]y of States, 
but also of those organizations regularly invited to take part in the work of the 
General Assembly as well as all the interested organs and specialized agencies of 
the United nations. Moreover, in order to ensure the best possible results, efforts 
should be made in the developing as well as the developed countries to attract 
public attention to the issues to be discussed during the Conference. In that 
connexion, the media should be encouraged to take part in the effort to achieve a 
global awareness of those issues and to make the Conference a subject of interest. 

48. As a member of the Outer Space Committee, his delegation was aware of the 
complexity of the issues under consideration. Accordingly, it was not supris~ng 
that, except for the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States l~ the 
Exploration and Use of Outer S]Jace, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodles' 
of Hhich the Philippines had recently become a signatory, there had been a lack of 
appreciable progress on the issues under consideration. 

49. Hith regard to the dissemination of data received through remote sensing, he 
reiterated his delegation's view that such data should be made available to the 
sensed State on a priority basis, in keeping with the principles of the perman~nt 
sovereignty of States over their natural resources. Moreover, certain categorles 
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of data, bQsed on spatial resolution, should not be disseminated without the prior 
consent of the sensed State. In view of the divergent opinions expressed, both the 
Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee and the Legal Sub-Committee should resume 
extensive consideration of that subject as a matter of priority. 

50. Hith regard to the elaboration of draft principles governing the use by States 
Jf artificial earth satellites for direct television broadcasting, effective 
~:achinery should be devised to ensure that the rich cultural heritage, customs and 
traditions of countries were both preserved and fostered. Direct television 
~roadcasting should be based on the principle of consultation and agreement among 
States. In order to reach a consensus on that vital question, his delegation 
supported the recommendation that the Legal Sub-Committee should resume 
consideration of that item during its coming session. 

51. Turning to the use of nuclear power sources in outer space, he briefly 
reviei-Ted the 1-mrk done in that connexion by the Scientific and Technical 
Sub-Committee during its previous session. The uncontrolled use of such power 
sources, without adequate safety measures, might have dangerous implications for 
~ankind. Accordingly, his delegation supported the recommendation that both 
Sub-Committee should continue their work on that item with a view to supplementing 
existing international law with provisions relating specificzlly to the use of 
nuclear power sources in outer space, since the existing legal instruments were 
inadequate. His delegation also supported the establishment of a working group of 
the Legal Sub-Committee to consider that matter in greater depth. 

52. Uith regard to the geostationary orbit, his delegation continued to believe 
that, since that orbit was a valuable but limited natural resource, its benefits 
should be available to all countries, either directly or indirectly, irrespective 
of their technological capabilities. 

53. In conclusion, he stressed that, if outer space ~-Tas to remain the common 
heritage of mankind, it must be protected as such by an enforceable legal order that 
reflected the advances made in the exploration and use of outer space. In that 
connexion, those members of the international community which had not yet done so 
night currently wish to ratify or accede to the international treaties governing 
the peaceful uses of outer spac(:;. Moreover, a sincere effort should be made to 
prevent the arms race from spreading to outer space. Accordingly, the existing gaps 
in the 1967 Outer Space Treaty should be examined with a view to bringing that 
Treaty into line with the rapid technological progress in s:r:;acc science and 
effectively curtailing the development, testing and launching of weapons of mass 
destruction in outer space. The billions of dollars used in the development of such 
ueapons could be diverted to programmes of direct benefit to the developing 
countries. In that connexion, his delegation was eagerly awaiting the report of the 
group of experts studying all the implications of establishing an international 
satellite agency to monitor arms control and disarmament activities. His delegation 
believed that the irreversible progress made in space science and technology should 
enhance the human condition by helping man to realize his full potential, rather 
than creating new threats to his continued existence. 
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54. ;;r. ROY (Pakistan) S:.iid that, vrithin the (3roneral frm•-:·:::work of its purposc:s 
end obj ecti vcs, the United I::ations had been seeking to develop machinery to promot2 
international co--operation in the exploration ancl usr~s of outer space for th::: 
bew~fit of nll Stutes, irrespective of their stage of t;conomic or scientific 
de:velopn:ent. The contribution made by the Cowmittee on the Peaceful Uses of 
Outer 3pac.~ tous.rd::: the establishnl;:;nt of guid~lines and a frameuork for the orderly 
amL peaceful uses of outer spacp uas recogniz<::c. by all. In that connexion, his 
dele[c.'.tion noted 1Tith satisfaction that the ~-rork of that Committee and of its 
L(!c;aJ. Sub--Corumi ttee had led to the adoption of several important international 
ac;n:err.ents and convt:ntions relatinc; to outer space. Moreover, the Outer Space 
Cor,.;nittee, tO[Gtlkr vith its Scientific and Tc:chnical Sub-Committee, had been 
enc.2~;ed in efforts to encouracc international co-operation and to promote the 
lJractical application of space technolovJ, particularly for thP. benefit of the 
developing countries. 

55. As a rr:ember of the Outer Space Corrlidttec and also as a developing country, 
Paldstan uould lit2 to see the United Hations play a c;reater role in expandinG 
pen.ceful co-operation in the field of outer space. His delegation continued to 
believe thn.t n. Unitecl ::ations regulatory body should be creat(~d -vrith a view to 
preventing lmrlessness in outer space and ensuring that Member States used outer 
spuce and the facilities developed for space research Pxclusivvly for peaceful 
purposes. 1~ort..:ovcr, technological knouledgG and the benefits deeri v2d therefrom 
must be made availablP to all nations, larr:;e and small. Hhile commending the role 
playc:d by the United nations space applications programrr.e in promotinc; an mrareness 
of the practical applications of space technology amone the developing countries, 
his delegation vrished to emphasize the need to mobilize further international 
co--operation in that field, in particular through FAO, \IMO, ITU, UIJESCO and UHDP 
'J'he scope and content of the United Nations space applications programme should 
also be str~mgthened Hi th a view to improving its effectiveness in meeting the 
grouing requir-::illents of thr.~ developing countries in the field of space technology. 

56. Unfortunately, the Outer Space Committee's deliberations on the question of the 
applications of space science an<l technology and activities in outer space had 
rvr:1ained inconclusive. The various legal and technical questions relating to the 
remote sensing of the earth by satellites had been reflected in the divergent 
vievrs expressed in the Outer Space Committee. His delegation hoped that further 
discussion together vrith the studies to be prepared by the Secretariat vrould 
facilitate the vrork of elaborating an agreement on the classification of remote 
sensing data and on the principles regulating its dissemination. He reiterated 
Pakistan 1 s viev that sensed States should have full access to data pertainine; to 
their territories and should be able to participate in remote sensing activities 
carried out by sensing States. The Outer Space Committee and its Sub-Committees 
must give priority to developing an international agreement directed towards the 
fullest possible application of remote sensing techniques, in particular for the 
benefit of the developing countries. 

57. There had also been a lack of progress in the Outer Space Committee on the 
question of direct television broadcasting by satellites. Hhile emphasizing the 
urgent need to conclude an international convention on principles governing such 
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~roe.dcasts, his t:'cle[o.tion acrecd that such a convention should include provisions 
for adequate consultation and agreement bebv-een the States operating such 
satellites and the States rcceivinc; signals from them. 

5/J. llith regard to thE; qu~stion of the definition and/or delimitation of out . .::r 
space, bearinG in mind questions relatinc; to the geostationary orbit, he expressed 
iis delec;ation' s hope that the two Sub-Cornmittees would continue to study the 
differ~nt aspects of that important subject. 

59· By the same token, the Legal Sub-Cormnittee should continue to consider the 
q'.lestion of the us.) of nuclear power sources in outer space 1v-ith a vievr to 
SU!::rplerr .• ;mting the existinc; provisions of international lav and adopting ne-vr ones 
-,;nere r:cccssary. l·Ieanwhile, the Harking Group of the Scientific and Technical 
Sub-Corh~ittee should also continue its work on the subjects specified at its 
initial session. 

60. His delegation looked forward to the Szcond United Nations Conference on the 
~xploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space to be held in Vienna in the latter 
half of 1982. The Conference would provide a useful opportunity for an in-depth 
revieu of the current stat;c; of space technology and for th-2 adoption of appropriate 
::.easurc::s to ensure that the benefits of such technology were used for the -vrell
being of mankind in general and for that of the peoples of the developing countries 
in particular. He expressed the hope that the discussions held during the 
Conference >wuld also help to strengthen the co--ordinating role played by the 
United nations in that important field. \'lith regsxd to the composition of the 
bureau of the Conference, his delegation supported the viev that it should be based 
on an equitable distribution among the various regions. It also hoped that, in 
appointing the senior members of the Conference secretariat, the paramount need for 
a global focus on outer space activities would be given due consideration. 
Accordingly, the participation of nationals from the developing countries, 
:particularly those which had not yet had an opportunity to participat~ in the 1-rork 
of the secretariat, would surely enhance the Conference's productiveness. 

6l. In conclusion, he announced that Pakistan wished to become a sponsor of the 
draft resolutions contained in documents A/SPC/35/L.lO and 1.11. 

62. l·lr. HOUTARI (rTiger) expressed the sympathy and solidarity of the Government 
and people of Niger to the Government and people of Algeria in connexion with the 
natural disaster that had occurred in the town of Al-Asnam. 

63. The reports contained in documents A/35/20 and A/35/46 were extremely important 
from the standpoint of international co-operation in the peaceful uses of outer 
space. The spectacular developments that had occurred in space science and 
technology since the launching of the first Sputnik in 1957 had opened new horizons 
to mankind but had also exposed peoples and States to potential dangers. 
Accordingly, international co-operation was more necessary than ever in order to 
ensure that mankind benefited from the possibilities offered by outer space and was 
spared the disadvantages inherent in those possibilities. 
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64. For that reason, his delegation sincerely regretted the fact that little 
progress had been made on the question of the dissemination of data obtained from 
the remote sensing of the earth by satellites. As a Sahelian country which had 
long suffered the effects of drouGht, Niger was aware of the many advantages 
such technology offered mankind, in particular, the possibility of understanding 
and mastering ecological imbalances, thus helping to predict them and limit their 
catastrophic consequences. However, only a small number of States currently 
possessed remote sensing satellites and, accordingly, unlimited freedom in 
disseminating the data thus collected could have adverse consequences for the 
sovereignty of the 1-Teakest States. The solution adopted by the international 
community should permit those countries without satellite networks to have access 
to data concerning their territory; it should also respect their sovereignty. 
To that end, his delegation felt that three principles should be observed: 
first, the sensed State should have priority and unrestricted access to data of 
concern to it, since there was no scientific basis on 'Hhich to preclude such a 
principle; second, the effective implementation of that principle required 
that the infrastructure needed to process such data should be installed in the 
sensed countries; lastly, the solution adopted must also guarantee the prior 
consent of the sensed State before any data concerning its territory were 
disseminated to third States or entities. In his delegation's opinion, only 
those measures could prevent the misuse of the data collected through remote 
sensing. 

65. Direct television broadcasting by satellites also presented a contradiction: 
it could offer a far-reaching means of providing sound information and raising 
the cultural level of peoples, but it could also be a gigantic instrument for 
poiscning people's minds. Accordingly, his delegation felt that any solution to 
that problem should take into account the principle of the sovereignty and 
independence of States as well as respect for the cultural heritage of peoples. 

66. His country was also concerned about the problem of the use of nuclear power 
sources in outer space and, in its opinion, the international community must 
ensure that the necessary safeguards were respected. Because of the ever-growing 
number of flights into space, maximum guarantees must be provided with a view to 
protecting the earth from the uncontrolled re-entry of space objects. In that 
connexion, two ideas, inter alia, should be studied carefully: first, the 
establishment of a world-wide monitoring system to obtain the most accurate, 
detailed information on such re-entries and on the point of re-entry; second, the 
launching of a programme to train specialized teams in various countries, 
particularly in the developing countries, to deal effectively with such cases of 
accidental re-entry. 

67. In general, the training and assistance efforts of the United Nations~ 
particularly in the context of seminars and working groups, should be cont2nued 
and strengthened. In that connexion, he thanked the Governments of Ethiopia and 
France for having offered to host United Nations seminars on remote sensing 
applications in education and development during 1981. Such seminars would surely 
promote the effective participation of the developing countries in the Second 
United Nations Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. 
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68. Hith regard to the report of the Preparatory Committee for that Conference 
(A/35/46)? he drevr attention to the fact that although 11 years had passed since 
~an had_flrst set foot on the moon, the vast majority of the people in the 
de:elop1ng countries were still unaware of the possibilities offered by space 
sc1ence and technology. Accordingly, his country sincerely hoped that the 
Conference 1vould succeed in enhancing the public's awareness of space techniques 
~d applications, with special emphasis on the needs of the developing countries. 
~ 0 that end, an effort must be made to ensure that the Conference did not become 
a neeting at which, as had been stated the previous year, the most advanced 
co~ntries described their achievements, to the applause of the other countries 
"l;hlch, lacking the necessary means, were reduced to the role of spectators. 

69. He welcomed the fact that the question of the date and venue of the Conference 
had been settled, thanks to the spirit of co--operation shown by all members of the 
?reparatory Committee. He also expressed the hope that the General Assembly would 
endorse the recommendation that the Conference should be held in Vienna, and he 
thanked the Austrian Government for having offered to host the Conference. 
Em.-ever, he regretted the fact that no solution had thus far been found to the 
question of the composition of the Conference secretariat, despite the conciliatory 
position adopted by the Group of 77 during the relevant discussions in the Outer 
Space Committee. His delegation continued to believe that there was no serious 
reason not to apply the principle of equitable geographical distribution. 

70. In conclusion, his delegation warmly welcomed the appointment of Mr. Yash Pal 
to the post of Secretary-General of the Conference. 

71. 1-lrs. JOKA-BAHGURA (Sierra Leone) said that her delegation fully endorsed 
the proposals contained in the reports of the Scientific and Technical 
Sub-Committee and the Legal Sub-Committee. Space research had become very 
relevant to the advancement of developing countries. The importance to developing 
countries of remote sensing in a wide variety of fields and the use of artificial 
satellites in telecommunications and broadcasting could not be overemphasized. In 
vievr of that fact, the i·rork of the Legal Sub-Committee on the elaboration of 
principles guiding the activities of States in remote sensing and the use of 
artificial earth satellites should be expedited. In conducting remote sensing 
activities, the sensing State should be obliged to inform the sensed State of 
those activities and should make all the data collected available to it. With 
respect to direct television broadcasting by satellites, she expressed the hope 
that delegations would display the necessary political will to reach agreement 
on the formulation of the appropriate legal principles. 

72. In August 1980 at the Conference of Plenipotentiaries of the African Remote 
Sensing Council, the representatives of certain donor countries which had been 
supporting regional remote sensing centres had threatened not to support the 
creation of a technical sub-committee at the continental level in the belief 
that such a body would be ineffective and too costly. Her delegation expressed 
the hope that those donor countries would review their attitude towards the 
African Remote Sensing Council, especially the Technical Sub-Committee, "lvhich vras 
very important in view of the fact that political decisions on space research had 
to be based on technical advice given by experts. 
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73. Further studies should be unclertal;:en on the technical aspects of and safety 
measures in the use of nuclear pmrer sources in outer spc.._ce, beet priority should be 
given to the study of the legal aspects of that question and the Le,sal Sub-Corn..rnittee 
should have adequate time to deal with that matter. Her delecation felt that the 
delimitation of outer space could be dealt uith in clue course and that the 
Scientific and Technical Sub-·Comrni ttee should be given enough time to study all 
aspects of that question. Her country loolced fonrard to the Second United Hations 
Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space in the hope that 
developing countries vould derive the roaximl4"1l benefit from it. Lastly, her 
clelec;ation associated itself uith those delegations which had urged strict 
adherence to the principle of the use of outer space strictly for peaceful purposes 
and joined in sponsorinG draft resolutions n/SPC/35/1.10 and 1.11. 

7 4. ! 1r. HA.i~GJI: (India) saicl_ that his Governnent attached c;reat importance to its 
domestic space pro,sramne and the co--ordinatint:;; Hork of the Committee in finding 
solutions to cor!lr::on problems. In July 1980, Indio. had successfully lEmnched a 
technological satellite, ROHIITI Satellite I, by means of its own satellite launch 
vehicle, and ;.;as ;;lanning to launch an experimental Geostationary ccrrmunications 
satellite on o.n Ariane launch vehicle provided by the European Space Agency. His 
country had already launched two satellites from a Soviet coEmodrome for earth 
observation a..."1cl vas 1-rorkinc; on a project to launch a multipurpose c;eostationary 
satellite fro:ct the United States in 1981-1982. IIis Government hope<l to launch a 
number of satellites Juring the 1980s usine; its mm launch vehicles and the launch 
vehicle services of other countries. 'I'he Indian Space Research Organization 
planneCi to launch a semi-operational remote sensing satellite during 1984·-1985 · 
The :i~ational Remote Sensing hgency ha<l a number of aircraft equipped for remote 
sensing and regional centres had been established to support a national netuork. 

75. Hi th rec;ard to the report of the Com.mi ttee, he said that the question of rerr:ote 
sensing of t!1e earth by satellites should be discussed further. His delegation 
fully supported the i-rork of the Secretariat in preparing a comprehensive catalogue 
on remote sensinc;. In 7iei·T of the fact that the use of nuclear power sources in 
outer space uas unavoidable, his delegation shared the opinion that all necessary 
precautions should be taken to ensure their safe use. Both Sub-Committees should 
continue to study that aspect of the subject lvith a viei-r to drafting safety 
prov1s1ons. Fork should continue on the preparation of an international convention 
on principles governing the use by States of artificial earth satellites for direct 
television broadcasting. In that regard, the interests of recipient States should 
be considered along with the concept of permissible spillover. 

76. The section of the report dealing Hith the definition and/or delimitat~on of. 
outer space sho1-red that that matter had to be further discussed in the Col!l_nnttee lD 

order t; reach a consensus. His delegation supported the view that the Scient~fic 
and Technical Sub·~-Cor.Jmittee should continue the consideration of the item deallng 
i-rith space transportation systems in view of their important implications for future 
space activities. India attached great importance to the United Nations prograrn..rne 
on space applications, uhich should be provided i-rith adequate funds in order to . 
enable it to rro.ke the benefits of technological development available to developing 
countries promptly and at an affordable cost. 
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77 · It "\-Tas time to take appropriate steps to ensure that the peaceful 
exploitation of outer space -vms not impeded by its misuse for military purposes. 
=~o military activities should be introduced into space programmes on any pretext. 
~he Committee could study possible steps to be taken and submit a report ~t the 
next session of the Special Political Cor~mittee. 

78. In vieiT of the potential of solar pouered satellites, the United Nations 
codies concerned could assist tropical and sub-tropical countries in Asia. and 
Africa in setting up the necessary infrastructure for harnessing solar energy to 
supplement their other pow·er sources. Lastly, his Government fully supported 
the Second United Nations Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer 
Sr;ace and noted with satisfaction the report of the Preparatory Committee for that 
Conference (A/35/46). 

79 • I\!r. TOPCUOGLU (Turkey) said that the grmrth of science and space technology 
~ade thP continuation of international co-operation in the field of the exploration 
and peaceful use of outer space all the more imperative. His delegation fully 
shared the vie1I of the Chairman of the Special Political Committee that the 
international conmunity must act in concert in order to shape the future role of 
space technology in human life. The report of the Outer Space Committee, while 
not conclusive, 1ras nevertheless encourae;ing. Althoue;h only limited progress 
had been achieved, agreement could be reached on the remaining issues through a 
spirit of compromise. Increased efforts should be made to find an acceptable 
compromise concerning the QUestion of the legal implications of remote sensing 
of the earth by satellites. Such a compromise should take full account of the 
sovereign rights of the sensed States and should provide, inter alia, that prior 
notification should be given and the approval of the sensed State should be 
obtained prior to the initiation of remote sensing activities over its territory; 
the sensed State should have direct access to primary data concerning its territory 
and natural resources on a priority basis; and certain data relating to its 
territory and natural resources should not be disseminated to third parties -vrithout 
the approval of the sensed State. 

80. In formulating draft principles governing the use by States of satellites for 
direct television broadcasting, the Committee should give special consideration to 
the interests of developing countries and fully respect the sovereign rights of 
receiving States. He expressed the hope that the Legal Sub-Committee would be 
able to make more progress in its "\Wrk concernine; the definition and/or 
delimitation of outer space. He reiterated his delegation 1 s position that there 
1ras no firm basis for unilateral claims of national sovereignty over the 
geostationary orbit, which ,.,as part of the common heritage of mankind and should 
be utilized for the benefit of all countries, sepecially developing countries. 
The legal regime to be established in that regard therefore should guarantee 
equitable access for all countries. 

81. His Government attached particular importance to the elaboration of safety 
standards to eliminate all possible harmful effects resulting from the use of 
nuclear power sources in outer space. In the formulation of internationally 
accepted guidelines in that field, the protection of the human ancl natural 
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environment should be given the utmost importance. His delegation shared the 
viev that existing legal instruments relating to outer space be supplemented. 'Ihe 
Canadian paper submitted to the Legal Sub-Committee was a good starting point for 
discussions designed to formulate further international rules governing the use of 
nuclear pmrer sources in outer space. 

1.32. Turkey shared the view of the Chairman of the Legal Sub-Committee that its 
summary records constituted an essential part of the work of preparing treaties 
and that future references could and should be made to that work vith a vievr to 
studying, understanding and interpreting the treaties and principles to be 
elaborated. The importance of those records should, therefore, be taken into 
account by the General Assembly. 

1.33. The report of the Preparatory Committee for the Second United Nations 
Conference on the Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space was invaluable as 
a basis for the future preparation of the Conference. He noted -vrith particular 
satisfaction that a consensus had been reached on many outstanding issues, 
including the venue, duration and date of the Conference. He expressed the hope 
that the Conference Hould explore and expand the possibilities for all countries, 
especially developing countries, to gain the greatest possible benefit from space 
technolo[y. Lastly, his delegation urged strict observance by the space Powers 
of the disarmament provisions in the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities 
of States in Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies in order 
to maintain peace in outer space. 

84. l·ir. DYACHEJ.TKO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) said that the results of 
space exploration attested to the benefits 1-rhich could be obtained from peaceful 
international co-operation in solving scientific and economic problems. In 1980 
cosmonauts from a number of socialist countries had successfully carried out 
another stage of the Intercosmos progrrumne by successfully completing space flights 
on board Soviet nSOYUZ 01 spacecraft and the "SALYUT-6" orbiting space station. 
Tne results of that vork vould benefit not only the countries of the socialist 
community, but all of mankind. Ukrainian scientists and specialists participated 
in programmes based on international co-operation in the exploration and use of 
outer space for peaceful purposes, including the Intercosmos programme. In 
co-operation with the Academy of Sciences of the USSR and the academies of sciences 
of other Republics of the Soviet Union, Ukrainian scientific establishments had 
worked out a broad programme of space research and earth exploration by means of 
space equipment. Scientists from the Lvov Physics and Mechanics Institute of the 
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences in co-operation vith specialists from Austria, 
France, Sweden and the Soviet Union in the framework of the Intercosmos programme 
had participated in the 11 CAMB0-2 11 experiment studying the aurora magnetosphere by 
means of high-level drifting balloons together with ground, rocket and satellite 
observations and measurements. Specialists from the Botanical Institute of the 
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, 1-rho had carried out an experiment on the effects. 
of space on plant cells, vere currently revie-vling the results of the Franco-Sov1et 
Tsitos space biology programme. Ukrainian scientists were actively co-operating 
with scientific centres in France and other countries in the fields of space 
biology, physics, astronomy, and the manufacture of equipment. The results 
obtained had great scientific value and were of practical importance in furthering 
the economic development of the Republic's economy. 
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35 · ·Hith regard to the worl<;: of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, 
~is delegation supported the view held by the majority of the members of the 
Cc:::mi ttee that direct television broadcasting to a foreign State should only be 
~arried out on the basis of prior agreement vdth that State. That compromise 
::::'omu.lation could serve as the basis for drafting principles concerning 
~elevision broadcastins to other States. With respect to remote sensing of the 
earth by satellites, his delegation reiterated its position that the criterion 
Gf spatial resolution should serve as the basis for remote sensing. Data with a 
s;atial resolution of 50 metres or finer should only be disseminated to a third 
;arty 1-1i th the prior consent of the sensed State. His delegation noted with 
satisfaction the work of the Committee in the development of criteria for 
evaluating spatial characteristics. Such work contributed to a better 
~derstanding of the problem and made it possible to reach a consensus on the 
~uestions involved in the dissemination of primary data. 

:6. Lastly, he expressed the hope that in the near future, the Committee would 
8e able to complet~ the draft principles on the use of direct television 
8roadcasting by satellites and the principles concerning the activities of States 
in the field of remote sensing of the. earth by satellites. 

37. The CrffiiRMAN announced that the delegations of Canada, Chile, Italy, Pakistan, 
Sierra Leone and the Sudan had joined in sponsoring draft resolutions A/SPC/35/1.10 
and L.ll, and that the United States had joined in sponsoring draft resolution 
A/SPC/35/L.lO. 

The meeting rose at 12.50 p.m. 




